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Each Training Guide will be organized around the exam objectives.  This makes it very easy for readers to focus on areas where they need to improve.  It also helps them identify what the key topics on the exam will be.

   The MCSD Solution Architectures Training Guide is a fine, well-thought-out, solidly put together book on software construction. It's thorough--detailing everything that can affect the independent programmer from UI considerations to how to tell whether a company is getting ready to downsize. It even has the rare quality of being enjoyable to read.
 There's only one problem: it might not help you pass the test.

 While it's a very good introduction to the issues surrounding the MCSD: SA test, the book is a large (600-page) mass of information that lacks a critical focus on the hot spots that routinely come up on tests. The information is, by and large, presented all at once without any weighting, as if every fact were as crucial as every other fact--which, from a test-taker's perspective, is demonstrably not true. In other words, it's an extremely good book, but it doesn't tell you what topics are likely to come up on the MCSD. 

 That's a shame, because otherwise the book is a wonderful primer. A long case study at the beginning of every chapter details a fictitious company's problems, complete with quotes from imaginary interviews with various executives and end users. The rest of each chapter analyzes the case study. You'll learn to understand what end users really want technology-wise, guess what kind of funding may be available for your project just from careful analysis of senior management's guarded comments, talk to the IT guy, and learn what challenges lie ahead. 

 Scalability requirements are covered, as are user interface design, project scope, the basics of database design and normalization, n-tier computing, ROI calculations, the PASS ME analysis that all software projects should be subjected to, and conceptual design of a project. 

 But still, the book seems to be somewhat clueless about what comes up on the test--"Because the 70-100 exam is about designing solutions and because Microsoft has a published framework for solutions design, it seems reasonable to suggest that you do some background research on this topic in MSDN...."--but there's no further information on the topic, which indicates that the authors are unclear on what will be tested. 

 The end-of-chapter exams are extremely thorough, as usual for this series, and does help to mitigate some of the underlying problems, as does the ExamGear software, known for its reasonably brutal sample questions. But a nagging worry about whether these were the types of questions that would show up on the exam haunted me. 

As I mentioned earlier, this is an outstanding book with a major flaw. If you're buying two books to prepare for the MCSD, this should definitely be one of them. But if you're buying one book, this might not be it.
 --William Steinmetz
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Wireless Communications Systems and NetworksSpringer, 2004
Wireless Communications Systems and Networks covers the breadth of research in wireless communications. It begins by detailing the essential background, such as wireless standards, spread spectrum and CDMA systems, and goes on to discuss advanced topics in next generation wireless systems. Discussions of advanced-level materials progress in a...
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Interventions for Autism Spectrum Disorders: Translating Science into PracticeSpringer, 2013

	Children are being diagnosed with autism spectrum disorders at a staggering rate—as many as one in 110, according to some studies. To this sobering statistic add the familiar figures of the toddler disengaged from his peers, the middle schooler shunned in the lunchroom, and the adult struggling with social cues on the job, and...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Windows VistaQue, 2007
If you are new to Windows Vista or to Windows in general, this is the book for you. In easy-to-understand language and with step-by-step explanations, this book examines all the key tasks for using Windows Vista.

Windows is an operating system. You don’t need to know the hows and whys of an operating system. You just need to know...
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Food Packaging and Shelf Life: A Practical GuideCRC Press, 2009

	The importance of food packaging hardly needs emphasizing since only a handful of foods are sold in an unpackaged state. With an increasing focus on sustainability and cost-effectiveness, responsible companies no longer want to over-package their food products, yet many remain unsure just where reductions can effectively be made. Food...
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XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0 Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008

	This book is primarily a practical reference book for professional XSLT developers. It assumes no previous knowledge of the language, and many developers have used it as their first introduction to XSLT; however, it is not structured as a tutorial, and there are other books on XSLT that provide a gentler approach for beginners.
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Business Driven Information SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	The Baltzan and Phillips approach in Business Driven Information Systems discusses various business initiatives first and how technology supports those initiatives second. The premise for this unique approach is that business initiatives drive technology choices in a corporation. Therefore, every discussion addresses the business needs first...
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